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Public Transport Comments
Please provide any comments.
There was a bus route from Woodend to Rangiora directly before the earthquakes. But now, I ( I live
near Woodend) have to go to Woodend to Kaiapoi and get another bus to Rangiora. Lots of Residential
subdivisions are for sale in Woodend (Pegasus, Two roads, Copper beach, Ravenswood) and Rangiora
has great shops, swimming pool, gym, school… Can you remake the route from Woodend to Rangiora
near future? It will make us so easy to travel to Rangiora rather than catching up 2 buses and waiting
for long time to go to the next town.
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Transport and Urban Development Comments
Please provide any comments
Lots of people keep asking you to change the speed limit on Main North Road between the chch
motorway (Pineacres) and Woodend, but you have not done anything about it.
Can you please rethink the problems? Our neighbours would like to change the speed limit from
100km/hr to 70km/hr as the traffic congestion is getting worse last 5years.
May I suggest that it would be a good idea if there was some sort of traffic lights system to break the
flow of the traffic? As its near impossible to exit any roads or residents on this high way 1.
When we drive from Rangiora on to Woodend Rangiora Road, it is very hard to turn right onto Main
North Road as people do not slow down to 50km/hr even the speed limit sign says 50km/hr.
Because they drive 100km/hr from the chch motorway and can't reduce the speed to 50km/hr to enter
Woodend town. There are a few school on Main North Road in Woodend and this is vey dangerous
for students/kids.
If you change the speed limit after the 100km/hr chch motorway to 70km/hr (Pineares) and then 50km/hr
(Woodend town), all residents on Main North Road and in Woodend will be very happy and feel safe
to live, walk and drive.
At the moment, lots of Residential subdivisions are for sale in Woodend (Pegasus, Two roads, Copper
beach, Ravenswood) which mean more people are coming to Woodend to live.
I am pretty sure they won't be happy if they can't get out from Woodend to Main North Road.
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